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This fantastic activity book is chock-full of mazes, puzzles, word searches, word scrambles, trivia,

and travel games all about the 50 states! And you can use the cool, full-color license plate stickers

to play the "license plate game" on the fun United States map that spans the center spread.
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I have been using these books with my daughter since she was about 4 years old - she is now

almost 19. Last summer I drove her to her freshman year of college - Cleveland, OH to Claremont,

CA - [LONG RIDE LOL] and in all the chaos neglected to stop by my local AAA for their version. We

must have stopped at about ten AAA locations along the way and didn't find a single copy of the

sticker game. Needless to say our trip was just not the same without the book. I was very pleased to

find another version of the stickers here on  - saved our drive to D.C. earlier this summer!!!!! As the

title says - worth every penny and indeed helps alleviate some of the boredom of long drives. I think

I enjoy the challenge almost as much as my daughter - although she gets to put the stickers on - it's

the hunt that's the most fun for me! By the way, we are still looking for Rhode Island. Over the years

we've seen more Alaska and Hawaii plates than Rhode Island. -they are few and far between and I

consider it the Holy Grail of license plates! - I've driven back and forth from Cleveland to Miami



seven or eight times now and I have only ever seen ONE Rhode Island plate!If I may, I would also

HIGHLY recommend "Auto Bingo" cards - they can very fun too [as long as your daughter/son

doesn't cheat! Ha Ha Ha].I think it's a great testament to the value when I can say with all honesty

that my college aged daughter looks forward to a new sticker book every road trip!

I bought this for my 11 year old daughter for our two months spent in USA. She really enjoyed

looking for license plates and filling in the map in the center of the book with the stickers provided.

(See the photo I uploaded.) It became a family project as time went on. When we saw Alaska, we all

screamed in joy! The poor owner of the car. We probably scared her. I rolled down my window and

told her we were collecting license plates.My daughter also said the puzzles were entertaining. I

was happy that the games were reinforcing some state facts and geography.

This is a GREAT way to pass the time on a long car trip or over a summer of smaller trips. My son

spent hours watching for license plates to complete the map inside. It's a simple book, just a thin

activity book that comes with stickers of the 50 license plates and a spot on each state to stick them

when you've seen one. It was the best few bucks I've spent in a long time.

My 9 and 10 year old had fun with this book on a long road trip. Great puzzles. The license plate

shaped stickers were just right to play the License Plate game. I sort of wish I had my own book to

record the plates I saw. I plan on giving this book as a gift to friends who embark on a driving

vacation. I'll buy them again for another road trip.

Agree with the others. Purchased for recent road trip out west. Purchased one for each child. One

kept track of the states we drove through and the other kept track of license plates we saw. It was a

lifesaver: each time the kids started getting cranky, I could slow down to let people pass and say

"hey, what's that license plate?" It's amazing how many people pass you when you go 5 mph under

the speed limit. The point is that the books did just what I hoped: gave us a family game to play

while in the car, made us feel part of a team working together, and gave some discussion other than

"quit touching me!". We also found the Magic Tree House audiobooks to be helpful, as well as other

Backseat Books. The only drawback is that there are a great many license plate designs per state,

so the pictures of license plates don't necessarily match what you see. No big problem, though, as it

helped my kids with spelling.



My 8 year old son found this book fun & entertaining on our recent 2000 mile road trip. (He almost

found all the state licenses)

This was to keep me busy. It wasn't designed for someone my age, but I'm old enough to not care

what other people think. It was interesting enough to ignore my husband's driving, so it fit the bill. It

has really interesting facts about the various states, and stickers are always fun.

We went on an RV road trip from Las Vegas to Yosemite, with multiple stops in between. This was a

great way to keep track of which license plates you've seen. Our 8 year old wasn't 100% impressed

with it, but my husband and I loved it! We were the ones yelling out the state and putting the sticker

in! :)
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